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SALES INCREASE FOR SALT STORAGE SOLUTION

Supply managers at Salt Union Ltd are reporting a sharp rise in their sales of DryStore, 

their unique patented covering system for stock piles of de-icing salt. The number of 

orders received for 2010 was 50% higher than in 2009.

The memories of the severe weather of 2009-10 are still fresh in the minds of everyone 

responsible for winter road maintenance. What is more, the, in many cases 

unprecedented, amounts of snow and ice experienced throughout December 2009 

across much of the country, have created challenging conditions and have ensured that 

winter road maintenance is once more headline news. Canny customers are doing all 

they can to make sure the rock salt they are stockpiling now stays in peak condition until 

it is needed.

Leaving salt uncovered actually affects its quality, meaning it is less effective for de-icing. 

What is more, unless it is covered up, much of it can be lost due to leaching, wasting 

valuable stocks and damaging the environment. Installing DryStore saves the salt – and 

money.

Gary Neiles, Supply Chain Manager at Salt Union, based at the Winsford Salt Mine in 

Cheshire, explains the reasons for this sharp hike in sales:

“The beauty of DryStore is that it is very quick to install and there is no capital outlay 

required. With budgets being slashed everywhere, our customers are looking for ways to 

save money without compromising their winter roads safety. The storage system needs 

to be cost-effective but easy to maintain. DryStore’s unique salt covering system ensures 

salt stocks stay dry by means of a patented air vent and weighting system that resists 

the strongest winds but also allows quick, easy access to salt stocks.”



“Permanent structures such as salt barns are not always the practical choice for every 

customer but leaving salt uncovered will affect quality, damage the environment and lead 

to financial penalties owing to stock losses. Bulk quantities of rock salt needs to be 

covered to protect it from wind and rain while at the same time being easy for winter 

service operatives to access.  DryStore is the obvious alternative to a permanent 

structure.”

Salt Union estimates that over 240,000 tonnes of salt in Britain is now protected by 

DryStore.

Mr Neiles continues:

“There is no doubt that the severe winter of 2009-10 had a major impact on sales of 

DryStore as many of our customers are now attaching more importance than ever to the 

need for storing more salt than they may need and keeping their stock in the best 

condition possible.”

One such customer is Ian Turner, Head of Highway Operations for Staffordshire 

Highways. Staffordshire treats around 2,500 km or 43% of its network and the Authority’s 

salt usage has increased dramatically over the last two winters – to double the average. 

Staffordshire County Council took the decision early last year to increase its salt stocks 

ahead of this winter by creating a strategic stockpile of 10,000 tonnes. This is being kept 

under DryStore in the Peak District. Mr Turner hopes he won’t need to use it but is glad 

to know it is there.

He says, “The installation process was simple and completed quickly without any fuss. 

We couldn't have had a barn up in the time we had and DryStore is a much cheaper 

option for strategic stocks. It is an obvious solution for long term storage. We will have to 

wait and see how it stands up in the often extreme wet and windy conditions in the Peak 

District!”

Another region which uses DryStore extensively is Wiltshire. Wiltshire has 24 key routes, 

comprising a total length of 1160 km. During periods of severe prolonged cold weather 

this is increased to 40 routes. Wiltshire has eight salting depots placed strategically 
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around the county. DryStore has been used in Wiltshire for the last four years to cover 

over 10,000 tonnes open stocked salt in each of six of these depots, representing 75% 

of total stock with the rest stored in barns. 

Bill Parks is Head of Service, Local Highways and Streetscene (Central), and is 

responsible for the winter and emergencies service delivery in Wiltshire. Mr Parks 

describes the last two winter periods as “challenging”, explaining that demands on salt 

use in his region was higher than the previous ten years, approaching twice the amount 

of salt used last year compared to an average winter season. 

He says “We had not experienced such an extended period of sub-zero temperatures 

and lying snow throughout the county for a decade. We have been using DryStore as we 

believe it is particularly suitable for maintaining large volumes of open stocked salt. It 

provides a continuous lightweight cover that can be handled by operatives minimising 

issues around manual handling. The traditional method of covering large stock piles with 

heavy tarps weighted with tyres throws up all sorts of health and safety issues which 

have now been overcome by using DryStore instead.. DryStore’s continuous sheeting is 

easily removed to expose the working face and our winter operatives no longer have to 

venture onto salt heaps exposed to potential ‘wash out’ voids. I would advise anyone 

who is considering which storage solutions to adopt that DryStore is an economic way of 

protecting and preserving open stocked salt as well as minimising environmental 

concerns around salt wash out.”

Further North, Shropshire Council started using DryStore in 2009, following a review of 

how much salt should be kept stored in each of its five depots. The Hodnet division in 

North Shropshire is the only depot without a salt barn but its open storage site has the 

capacity to store an extra 1200 tonnes, allowing extra resilience during times of salt 

shortages in  severe winters.  The Council  selected DryStore to protect this additional 

supply from weathering, in order to save money and reduce environmental impact.

Paul Smart,  Programme and Contract Manager for Development Services,  Shropshire 

Council, says:
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“The additional reserve proved invaluable during the latest salt shortage at the start of 

2010. Despite an extremely wet summer in 2009, when we opened the DryStore the salt 

was in excellent condition. We also found it easy to replace the DryStore covers once 

the salting had been completed.

“This year we intend to cover all the salt stock at this depot with DryStore, including an 

increased reserve.”

Salt Union’s installation team has installed DryStore all around the country. The team is 

headed up by Rob Anderson, who has been working with the product for five years. He 

has covered salt piles with DryStore from Wick in the Highlands to Poole in Dorset. 

On arrival at a storage site, Rob first assesses the pile to make sure it is the correct 

shape – a flat top and graded sides. He then fills 50kg bags with salt, which are used to 

hold the covering sheet down. The number of bags needed depends on the size of the 

pile. Once the sheet is rolled over the pile it is held down with the bags, strategically 

positioned approximately six - eight feet part, connected together with rope to secure the 

sheet. The job is by no means straightforward, often made more challenging by extreme 

weather conditions. Rob recalls one site where he had to cover a 4,000 tonne pile in 

very strong winds, making covering it with a 250ft x 60ft sheet highly problematic. 

However, with the help of 15 people, he managed it and the pile was successfully 

secured against the weather. Salt piles also can come in all shapes and sizes. One 

challenge presented by an ‘L’ shaped pile was overcome by Rob, who did a lot of tricky 

stitching, extra bagging and carefully overlapped the corners before he was happy to 

declare it secure.

Rob says, “Based on my years experience of working with DryStore all around the 

country, if this product is installed properly, it keeps salt dry, stops it dissolving and 

running off and above all, protects and preserves it whatever the weather.”
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